Above: The second S&B oxidizer being
prepared to ship to Bondtex;
Below: S&B oxidizer installed at Bontex.

“We rely on Stelter & Brinck’s
machinery and staff to keep things
running and they do- therefore, we
don’t have the frustrations and costs
of downtime. This allows us to
provide quality products to our
customers on-time, every time.”
“Anyone looking for combustion or
environmental equipment and
service would be making a mistake
to look anywhere else for their
needs, but Stelter & Brinck. The only
recommendation I have for S&B is to
keep up the good work!”

With three flame laminators, which bond foam to industrial fabrics, and
one adhesive laminator, which bonds different types of fabric together,
over the past 23 years Bondtex Inc. has become a well-known custom
lamination company across various industries. However, unique
capabilities aren’t the only factor of Bondtex’s superior reputation; the
company’s dedication to providing inclusive unparalleled quality has
also attributed to Bondtex’s success. In fact, Bondtex has even been
awarded an ISO/TS 16949 certificate due to the company’s
commitment to excellent quality.
One way Bondtex ensures the highest quality products and services is
by using the latest and most efficient technologies available. When
looking for “state-of-the-art” pollution abatement equipment, Mack
Brown, Plant Manager, stated “we decided to have Stelter & Brinck
design and manufacture our oxidizer due to their reputation for highquality, reliable products”. When it came time to purchase an additional
oxidizer, Brown explains that, “Based on our experience and success
with our first S&B oxidizer, we didn’t even consider any other
manufactures for our second unit.” After working closely with S& B on
two capital projects, Brown says, “When we hand over our projects to
S&B, we know we don’t have to worry about anything! S&B takes
absolute ownership of our projects and keeps us informed at every
stage.” He goes onto state, “Stelter & Brinck’s quality of work is
excellent; we depend on S&B’s equipment to keep us environmentally
friendly, eliminate affluent, and pass all inspections.”
Elated with Stelter & Brinck’s oxidizers, Brown also looks to S&B for
combustion equipment upgrades and field service. He believes, “S&B’s
techs are very professional and always deliver; they are a great group
of individuals who come in and do the job right.” Brown goes on, “In
fact, altogether, S&B has a great team- from customer service to the
technicians out in the field- everyone is accommodating and willing to
take care of all and any problems that arise”. He states, “We rely on
Stelter & Brinck’s machinery and staff to keep things running and they
do- therefore, we don’t have the frustrations and costs of downtime.
This allows us to provide quality products to our customers on-time,
every time.” He goes onto say, “Anyone looking for combustion or
environmental equipment and service would be making a mistake to
look anywhere else for their needs, but Stelter & Brinck. The only
recommendation I have for S&B is to keep up the good work!”
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